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Storms' lesson: take
warnings seriously
T

ornadoes that ripped through
The best defense, Uhlir says, is to
central Florida late last month
make a point of being aware of
left behind in their ruins a sad
weather reports each day. He advises
statistic: 39 of the 41 killed were
devising a plan in case you are caught
inside manufactured homes or
on campus during a severe weather
recreational vehicles when storms hit. warning. "The weather service can
only relay the information. They can't
There's a lesson in that fact that
force people to take it," he adds.
shouldn't be lost on workers and
UCF is not equipped with a siren
students at UCF, says Jim Uhlir,
director of Environmental Health and or other centralized warning system;
e-mail is not considered a warning
Safety. Everyone, especially those in
system. Nevertheless, Uhlir and
portables, should be attuned to turns
for the worse in
.
others on campus
Florida's
do monitor
temperamental
weather reports
weather. That's
and pass along
especially true in
warnings via ethis year of El
mail whenever
Nino, which blew
buzz words such
Florida's most
as UCF, Oviedo,
deadly tornadoes
Bithlo, Winter
on record across
Park and
central Florida.
Jim Uhlir, Goldenrod are
El Nino, the
Environmental Health and Safety mentioned.
warming of
When there is
waters in the
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ™ ^ • • ^ ^ ' " ' ^ ™ warning that a
tornado is near, people should go to
Pacific Ocean once each decade,
disrupts worldwide weather patterns. the ground floor of a brick or block
building, away from windows. Those
Uhlir expects this unusually intense
inside a portable building or a vehicle
season of El Nino weather to extend
and cannot make it to a brick or block
beyond its usual winter life span and
building should move outside to a ditch
into May. To make matters worse,
hurricane season arrives on El Nino's or other low spot. Workers in portables
should scout their area in advance to
heels. All of which means, at most
locate such a niche, Uhlir advises.
any time from any direction in any
place in Florida, potentially deadly
storms could strike.
Please see WARNINGS, page 2

"The weather service
can only relay
the information.
They cant force people
to take it."

Young scientists
Children emerged from a mock clean room at the UCF Arena
prior to their egg-drop experiment, part of the College of Engineering's annual Project Create. About 1,000 students from
area schools took part in the daylong event last month.

Seminary-UCF match made in heaven
Partnership prepares
• missionaries to teach

P

erhaps divine intervention planted the seed
for a partnership between UCF and the
Reformed Theological Seminary in Oviedo.
At least Lyn Perez, executive vice president of
o the seminary, can make a pretty good case for that
argument. "What are the chances of two deans,
from two [different] academic institutions in the
. same city meeting in a jury room? It must be fate."
That's exactly where College of Arts and Sciences
Dean Kathryn Seidel and the seminary's Dean

Allen Mawhinney met and came up with the idea
of joining forces to better serve the independent,
Christian seminary's graduate students.
"It's a dual master's degree program. Seminary
students will receive a master's degree in teaching
English to speakers of other languages [TESOL], in
addition to their seminary master's or doctoral
degree," explains Consuelo Stebbins, UCF Graduate
Studies coordinator.
"It helps to know the language background, but
you don't have to know the other language to teach
English as a second language."
Students will be required to take 30 hours of
graduate work in TESOL with other UCF students.
Candidates who are accepted by both institutions

can sign up for fall classes.
"This will join with our master's degree in
theological studies," the seminary's Perez says.
"Otherwise, there would be overlapped elective
requirements. This saves time and helps cost-wise."
The intent is to provide future missionaries,
whether in urban America or an international
outpost, a vocation as teachers. This duality, in
many places, such as China, is the key to entry for
missionary work, Perez says. "This lets them go in
as a teacher and gives them a ministry opportunity.
"In America's cities, immigrants need help with
English. Internationally, people need to learn
English, since it is [the] dominant [language]."
— Susan Loden
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WARNINGS, continued from page 1
A warning means extreme weather
has been seen, either optically or by
Doppler Radar. A watch means conditions are rightforpossible development
of severe weather. Uhlir says that
people in a safe location should remain
there until the warning expires.
The National Weather Service and

others with Doppler Radar broadcast
warnings of severe storms. Last month
when tornadoes touched down in
central Florida, many of the victims
were in bed when most of the damage
was done around midnight. Uhlir
points out that the system breaks
down when potential victims do not

hear the warnings or ignore them.
People have become desensitized
to warnings, he says, and, as a result,
in some cases, pay with their lives.
"It can definitely happen again,"
Uhlir says of a storm striking campus.
"We are going to do a wind study to
see what our portables can withstand.

Our biggest concern is the portables
beside Athletics. They are not close to
any big brick buildings. We will look
at wind ratings and investigate to see
if they can be beefed up."
In any case, he recommends, pick
your refuge and make a trial run to it.
— Susan Loden

UFF, administration hash out issues
Minutes outline array
of issues discussed
Rosie Joels [faculty representative] began the
meeting by stating she had collegial concerns
(agenda item No. 1) about the general climate and
felt this issue tied with agenda item No. 2
(communications).
At this point, President John Hitt asked to begin
the discussion by issuing a written statement. He
stated that he had asked to have the consultation
scheduled after the union asked to cancel it. Hitt
distributed and read the following statement: "UFF
has adopted a pattern of action characterized by
written statements that declare a desire for collegial
communication and then shift immediately to
rhetorical questions that misstate policies, practices
and facts, and question the integrity and intentions
of the administration. To date, these have not been
followed by any contact with the administration to
attempt to clarify or resolve issues." The memo
further stated, "I think it is important to discuss
today how the UFF defines collegial communication
and how it believes it is conducted."
Following the opening statement, Frank Juge
[vice provost] asked the union representatives to
reveal which questions had been posed by the
union and left unanswered by Juge. He and Joels
confirmed that he had responded to all her
questions on common requirements on outside
activities, annual reports and grievances. Joels
mentioned a request she had made for information
on buildings, but Juge hadn't received that request.
Joels stated that the provost had mentioned to
her in a conversation that the requests mentioned
in the newsletter seemed undocumented in terms
of the magnitude of issues. She said that problems
that lead to the UFF requests for information
involved at least more than two faculty. Discussions
ensued on the following issues that were mentioned
in union newsletters:
• Travel: e.g. travel —10 cases of non-reimbursement. Academic Affairs: Asked for specifics that
they can address.
Joels: Asked question about whether Academic
Affairs has questions and issues in their newsletter
that aren't documented.
Diploma-mill admission: Joels reported that
some faculty felt UCF is practicing diploma-mill
admissions. Juge cited the increase over the last
three years in admissions standards and noted that
the mean SAT and GPA of FTIC students had
increased. UCF was highly selective this year with
a SAT mean of 1123 and mean GPA of 3.5. When
asked about the admission of a large number of
non-freshmen, the administration pointed out that
UCF must admit all Associate of Arts degree
transfers under the articulation agreement.
• Request to restore salary rather than OPS for
summer pay. Juge pointed out that the current
practice on summer OPS is part of the UFF
agreement when the UFF and SUS agreed to be
consistent. This is an SUS bargaining issue.
• Legionnaire's situation: Joels stated there
were five cases of Legionnaires disease in the

Education Building a few years ago. She said some
people felt there was intimidation used to suppress
information. Hitt responded that there was one
confirmed case and described the process of
opening up the County Health Department investigation to the press and others, but being unable to
attribute any case of Legionnaires disease to the
building.
• Tenure without promotion: When questioned
about whether it is possible to get tenure without a
promotion, Juge stated that the Faculty Senate
changed the promotion criteria to a "shall" statement several years ago so faculty must have both a
positive promotion and tenure vote in order to get
tenure.
• Getting folks on payroll: There was discussion
about difficulties in this area. The administration
will follow up with Mark Roberts [director for
Human Resources].
• Faculty travel and insurance liability: The
writing of this opinion began with Bill Merck [vice
president for Administration and Finance].
However, it became apparent it was a legal issue
and it was turned over to counsel who wrote the
explanatory memo. The draft was reviewed by
several people to assure the greatest level of clarity
possible since it is a very complicated issue. The
policy deals with the course and scope of employment and workers compensation. A draft was
distributed at the meeting and union representatives
were asked to review it and provide input.
• Faculty safety: There was a discussion of the
allegation in the newsletter about the rights of
faculty who are threatened. Juge stated he felt the
union had misled faculty members with their
newsletter and assured representatives that faculty
have the right and are urged to seek help and
intervention when threatened. He was concerned
that faculty who are entitled to help would not seek
it due to the union's representation of the issue. He
and the attorney stated that the particular case was
raised three years ago and there was no direct
witness.
The provost urged the group to focus upon
solving the problems, addressing the issues and not
focus on who said what and did what. At this
point, the group agreed to discuss current issues
not necessarily outlined in previous newsletters.
The following issues were discussed:
• Computer Services: Joels reported it is taking
20 minutes to get a response by phone from
Computer Services. Joel Hartman [vice provost for
Information Technology and Resources] described a
model of customer service of decentralized support
— giving each college support personnel rather
than hiring folks to answer phones. Level of service
needs improvement and they won't be happy until
faculty are happy. Ten new support personnel had
been hired. Also, 200 new faculty computers were
bought this fall.
• Telecommunication: It was discovered that
heavy use of the phone lines 2-4 p.m. by students in
dorms was due to the way e-mail was routed (it
took two lines). New equipment was purchased to
route that e-mail on campus and free up enough
lines to avoid the previous overload situation.
• Copy Shop: The group discussed some

service problems with the Copy Shop. Hartman
stated that the outside vendor with whom we are
under contract was bought out and the new one
was not performing as well. He is working on two
alternatives: 1) do it in house, or 2) revise the
contract for the next vendor.
The administration discussed the importance of
operational excellence and mentioned it is one of
the university's four strategic directions. To that
end, about $450,000 has been set aside for an RFP
process to improve service to all our customers,
including faculty, students and others.
There was acknowledgment that whether we
use outside vendors or university employees, the
goal is to have equal and acceptable service. Also,
Hartman mentioned trying to provide opportunities
for self-service through technology when appropriate and face-to-face contact isn't needed.
• Benefits calls not returned: Joels mentioned
that some faculty are not receiving return calls from
benefits. It was agreed calls should be returned in
24 hours. The group decided to create a task force
on personnel issues and define nature of problems
so we can solve them. David Hernandez [faculty
representative] expressed interest in serving on the
group. There was general acknowledgment that the
university is trying to create a service orientation,
targeted at the needs of users.
• Upgrading of student and personnel data
systems: The current systems were written in the
1970s and need to be replaced. Replacement of
software is in progress and will take about two
years. The changes will have staff implications. The
transition will be difficult, but it is necessary and
will be worth the improvements.
At this point, the group concluded its
discussion of items of concern and returned to the
formal agenda:
• Resource allocations: Joels stated that the
College Board contracts were requested from Jack
Winstead [director for Purchasing] and were not
received. Mary Beth Liberto [general counsel]
mentioned that she has a set and offered to give
Joels a copy after the meeting. The contract deals
with an area needs assessment (5 phase contract)
and student demand for joint use facilities that are
under consideration. It is a sole source contract.
• Collective bargaining: There was discussion
about the possibility of assigning a part-time
person in the achrunistration related to collective
bargaining and administration of the agreement.
There was also discussion about a possible
mediation model and how it could be used
effectively at UCF.
• Parking: Merck reported the completion of
garage No. 1 and gave the projections for the
completion of garage No. 2.
• Other: Hernandez acknowledged the value of
computer and Library access to retirees and expressed the hope that UCF will add retirees to e-mail
directories. Phyllis Hudson mentioned exterior
lighting and that the lights were off outside the
Library. Merck will check on it. Joels mentioned
hall lighting in Phillips Hall. Merck will also check
it out.
• Morale: This item was not discussed.
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BellSouth calls on UCF
to teach telemarketers

•Surplus property
auction coming up
The surplus property spring auction is March
21 at the Physical Plant warehouse
* loading dock at 9
a.m. Items to be
auctioned include
• desks, chairs, computer tables, computer equipment and
printers. Items purchased
must be removed the
day of sale.

Convocation honors
UCF's best, brightest
The 10th annual Founders Day Honors Convo> cation is Wednesday, April 1, at 10 a.m. in the Visual
Arts auditorium. The event pays tribute to students
and facultyfortheir academic achievements. Classes
a will be canceled 10-11:50 a.m. on April 1. For
information, contact Academic Affairs at 823-2302.

Those sales calls that always seem to interrupt
dinner may become less irksome as a result of a
UCF-BellSouth program that aims to raise the
professional standards of the booming telemarketing
industry.
In partnership with BellSouth, UCF will train
phone solicitors employed by regional telemarketing
firms beginning next fall. The venture will make
telemarketing and computer training available to
phone solicitors throughout the Greater Orlando
market. The training is designed to raise the productivity of telemarketers and to improve the quality of
their communication with potential customers
through education in phone etiquette, customer service and other communication-enhancing techniques.
A $75,000 gift to establish the BellSouth Training
Center was presented by the telecommunications
company's regional director, Thomas Hunt, to
President John Hitt last week.
"BellSouth is convinced that the new center will
fill a valuable educational void in helping to
effectively train future telemarketing specialists,"
Hunt says. "As we advance to the next millennium,
a growing number of central Floridians will depend
on advanced telecommunications technologies
coupled with world-class marketing training to
succeed in a competitive job market."
Hitt welcomes the partnership. "Mid-Florida's

emerging knowledge-based economy will be
shaped significantly by creative collaborations that
leverage the complementary resources of higher
education and business," he says. "This investment
by BellSouth promises to better professionalize an
industry in need of both standards and training in
technologies that can increase sales effectiveness
and bolster customer satisfaction."
The funding will help establish the BellSouth
Training Center at UCF's south Orlando campus in
the South Orlando Business Park, according to
preliminary plans.
The center will feature:
• A 10-station automated telemarketing system that
will include personal computers, a LAN server, a
printer and software;
• A training curriculum that will provide
businesses with hands-on training in the effective
use of the telephone for lead generation, market
studies, customer care and sales;
• Certificate programs in calling center
management; and
• Training seminars using state-of-the-art audiovisual equipment and computer technology.
Training will be offered through UCF's
Professional Development Center, which is part of
the university's Division of Continuing Education.
— Dean McFall

Showcase features
.education models
The sixth annual College of Education Showcase
is Wednesday, March 18, 3-5 p.m. The showcase
•> will be in the College of Education gym. It will
feature student organizations' and faculty projects,
as well as education programs from community
, agencies. For information, call 823-2835.

School looking for
computer programs
The Creative School for Children is requesting
programs for Apple 2E computers that UCF
departments are discarding. The school is also
» requesting Macintosh software appropriate for
early childhood (preschool through grade 3) that
could be used on classroom computers. Please
, contact Dolores Burghard, director, at 823-2726.

Upcoming holiday
The next universitywide holiday is Memorial
Day on May 25.

This issue
This issue of The UCF Report is for the weeks of
March 6-12 and March 13-19. It is the 16th issue of
fiscal year 1997-98. The UCF Report is published 23
President John Hitt and BellSouth Regional Director Tom Hunt discuss UCPs new
times a year (every other week in the fall and
partnership with BellSouth, which pledged $75,000 to establish a training center
* spring, and every third week in the summer).

for telemarketers.
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The UCF Report is a publication of the Office of
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FSEC shining in hydrogen research
UCF's Florida Solar Energy Center has been
designated a "Hydrogen Center of Excellence" in
hydrogen research and education. The U.S.
Department of Energy awarded this recognition to
just two other universities.
FSEC, which will bask in this glory for three
years, has made "significant progress toward the
department's goals in hydrogen production and
materials development as applied to storage
systems," wrote Allan Hoffman of the Office of
Utility Technologies Energy Efficiency and

Renewable Energy,
He added that university programs, such as
FSEC, should be favored because of their flexibility
and inherent quality control, and because they
directly link research to education and training in
science and engineering,
The new Center of Excellence will expand
FSEC's basic research and development role to
include visiting researchers and the establishment
of a hydrogen usage corridor in Florida.
—Susan Loden
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roundskeeper Garrett Ford
suffered sleepless nights
when two of his babies flew
to the Big Apple without
him. Sure, they were chaperoned and
traveled first class, but, still, it was
unnerving.
Because they were headed for
stardom.
His babies — two fluffy, white
Silkie chickens — are back safe at home
after their 15 minutes
of fame on "The David
Letterman Show" Feb.
12. But bright lights are
beckoning once again.
Nickelodeon wants them.
Some call them
"poodle chickens"
because their feathers
look like fur. Sir Lancelot
and Guinevere are just
two of Ford's collection
of Silkies, with names
such as Hercules,
Connad and Sinbad.
All are named by Ford's
8-year-old son, Buck.
"The phone was ringing off the
hook early the next morning [after the
Letterman show]," Ford says. "People
from all over the country had called
the station and got our number
because they wanted to buy some
Silkies from me. Talk about counting
your chickens before they hatch. I sold
chickens that were still just eggs being
incubated."
The two champion chickens
appeared on "Letterman" along with

Bird
man

Jack Hanna, who had several
Japanese animals for an Olympic
theme. "Letterman was very happy with
the animals, and the [show's] band was
fascinated with the Silkies," Ford says.
For Ford, the birds' appearance on
the TV show was one small chicken
scratch on a journey to living a unique
version of the American Dream.
He, his family and the two Silkies
are roommates with more than 200
animals on a 10-acre farm east of
Chuluota. The list of residents reads
like "The Twelve Days of Christmas":
three rheas (South American relatives
of the ostrich), five Barbados sheep
(relatives to llamas), two rare Zebra
Partridges from South Africa, four
Swinhoe Pheasants from Borneo, 21
Red-Golden Pheasants from South
China and five endangered Ghighi
Pheasants from north India near the
Ganges River. And a whole slew of
rare and not-so rare pigeons, love
birds, cockatiels, parrots and doves.
Ford's home office looks as if it
belonged to Charles Darwin, except
for the computer. Walls are covered
with drawings and photographs of
animals. An aquarium devoid of
water holds a bird he's training. A
container on top of the file cabinet
holds eggs incubating. A drafting
table and artist's easel are covered
with Ford's drawings and paintings.
There's a microscope, tweezers,
books and maps. After sundown
when he's done working with his
animals, it's his favorite place in the
world. At night, he reads extensively,

Garrett Ford shows off his star Silkie chickens, which appeared on "The David Letterman Show."
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plays chess and writes poetry, some
of which has been published.
He bought the acreage 15 years
ago. He built the house, barn, 105
pens, nine aviaries, two greenhouses
and numerous trellis, and landscaped
the gardens.
"I was totally impressed with his
farm. He has provided a real habitat
for his animals. The whole setup is
professional," says Sid Yost, who
introduced Ford's chickens to Hanna.
Yost himself owns and operates a
teaching zoo in Umatilla and formerly
worked in Hollywood training
animals for movies and TV.
Pigeons Yost bought from Ford
were used in a stage show at Wild
Adventures in Valdosta, Ga. The birds
were trained to fly and perch on top
of someone's head.
"I'll use Ford for purchasing any
birds in the future. He's a good breeder
and a good [animal] behaviorist,' Yost
says. "He gets good behavior from his
animals. He really knows how to
handle them. David [Letterman]
couldn't believe how well behaved
the chickens were."
Ford's entire farm is landscaped
with various clusters of gardens. One
is named after his mother's maiden
name, another for Darwin. The others
are named for famous personalities in
the field of biology. The Secret Garden
is a small alcove with chairs where
Ford likes to drink his morning coffee
and read the newspaper.
He always has ideas for adding
new animals, new structures, new
gardens. He plans to turn one of the
greenhouses into a large aviary for
very small birds, create a Florida
pond — much like the one in the UCF
Arboretum, but larger — and plant a
maze garden in a central courtyard.
He often hosts groups of school
children and other visitors, proudly
showing them around and giving
them a talk worthy of a science teacher.
Yost calls the tour interesting. Buck,
who has it down pat, sometimes gives
the tour.
Recently, three Rollins biology
professors visited and bought
fertilized eggs for their embryology
classes. "They haven't had such good
luck from the ones they shipped in
[from out of the area], and people at
one of the feed stores told them about
me," Ford says. He expects to
continue supplying them with eggs in
the future.
Ford first learned about horticulture
and animal husbandry from the
Mennonites. "When I was 13,1 got a
job on a Mennonite farm to pay for a
set of drums. I wanted to be Mick
Jagger," he recalls. That job lasted for
years and for a while he became
involved in the Mennonite's simple
lifestyle until he went off to play
football at Tennessee Tech. But the
farming experience left him with a
lifelong love for the outdoors and
working with plants and animals.
Every morning, Ford rises at 4:15
to care for his animals before heading
off to his job at UCF, which starts at 7
a.m. His job is just an extension of
what he loves to do — work outside
cultivating plants and shrubbery. He
returns to his haven before 4 p.m. to
spend the remainder of his day
working with his animals and
gardens. Buck, a spitting-image of his
6-foot, 2-inch father, often works
alongside. "It's quality time for us to
spend together. I'm so grateful that
we can share all of this," Ford says.
"None of it's like labor to me. If you
love it, it's not work."
— Joanne Griggs
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Groundskeeper might strike gold
Lloyd Strickland has shot
at $1 million via lottery show

has already been lived on a grand scale. When
Strickland talks about his sojourns, it's easier for
him to count the places he hasn't been — Africa,
Russia, China and Ireland— than those he's visited.
The odds of winning $1 million for UCF senior
In 14 years in the Air Force, including time doing
groundskeeper Lloyd Strickland just took a gigantic sea and air rescue in Thailand and South Korea, he
leap in his favor. He's slated to appear on the
has seen the Philippines, Alaska, South America,
Florida Lottery's "Flamingo Fortune" TV game show Central America, Europe
for a shot at a car, prizes and, of course, the "big one." and the Middle East.
Yes, there is a catch. To be in the running,
"When I get old and
Strickland must be one of 11 selected from the 30
look back at my life, I
participants scheduled to appear
don't want to think about
on the show. Yet, the thought of
all the things I didn't do
winning big money has not given or could have done," he
him any dreams of quitting his
says. "I want to be able to
day job.
say T did it.'"
In Sea Air Rescue, he
"The only thing I want in life
would sometimes
is a 30-acre farm. I'd become a
gentleman farmer," he says. "But parachute or be lowered
I would continue to work at UCF on a wire from a helicopter ^ • • ^ • ^ • • • ^ • 1
Strickland
to assist people in trouble. During the "tail end of
because I like to stay busy."
the Vietnam War" Strickland helped people
By buying a Fortune Fever instant ticket,
evacuate the country prior to the United States
Strickland and 29 other winners were assured $500
pulling out of the war.
each and given one-night stays near Universal
Studios at the Delta Orlando Resort and a pass to a
Jet pilots would sometimes let him tag along on
"Flamingo Fortune" show [taped March 15 and
trial flights. "Those guys have no mercy. They
scheduled to air May 9 at 11:35 p.m. on Channel 6,
would offer to buy you breakfast, then not spare
locally]. "I could win $1 million, a car, all sorts of
you during the flight. I had no problem with it. In
prizes ... or nothing. But either way, it'll be all right
fact, I would ask if they would buy me breakfast.
with me. I'm just going to have fun."
"I'm just not afraid of anything," says the 6foot, 7-inch Strickland. "I always was independent.
There's a reason Strickland's thoughts about a
My mom tells the story of when I was about 7 years
possible windfall lack grandiose schemes. His life

old diving off the high board at the pool before I
even knew how to swim."
His love for working outside, tending to the
grounds, comes from being raised on a small
Florida farm and from his stepfather, who worked
for the city of Orlando for many years as a
groundskeeper. "I learned horticulture from my
dad," he says.
Strickland is a
study in contrasts. For
all of his traveling and
adventures, he now
lives with his aging
parents. "I'm there for
them," he says. A selfdescribed "country boy
from Bithlo," he
Lloyd Strickland regularly follows and
invests in the stock
^ • • ^ ^ • • ^ ^ • • ^ • • • ^ market. Though he
disliked his short stint in college, he spent two
years at Harley School becoming a certified Harley
mechanic. With his tattoos and long pony tail, he
looks intimidating. But "I try to be as good a person
as I can be," he says.
— Joanne Griggs

"I could win $1 million,
a car, all sorts of prizes ...or
nothing. But either way,
it'll be all right with me.
I'm just going to have fun."

Note: If you would like to be part of the audience for the
taping of "Flamingo Fortune" at Universal Studios on
March 15 to cheer on Strickland, call for reservations at
(407) 224-6642. It'sfreeto participate as part of the
audience and you could win gifts and lottery tickets.

Ratings music to WUCF's ears Drug center
funds projects

WUCF-FM 89.9 has increased its audience by 67 percent
in one year, according to the fall 1997 Arbitron ratings,
"Judging by the phone calls and comments, we
thought we were doing well," station manager
Kayonne Riley says. "But you never know for
sure until the [ratings] numbers come out.
In Orange, Osceola and Seminole
counties, WUCF-FM averages 1,500
listeners every quarter hour and a
total weekly audience of 28,100.
Averages for the total survey
area go up to 1,600 per quarter
hour and 31,000 weekly. "That's
the biggest measured audience
in the station's history," Riley says.
She and program director Terry
Rensel credit a switch of format
in March 1997 to "straight ahead
jazz, 24 hours a day, Monday
through Friday" for the increase. On
weekends, the station offers jazz, hourly NPR
newscasts and exclusive airing in central Florida
of the Metropolitan Opera on Saturday afternoons.
Blues, bluegrass and reggae air Sunday evenings.
•ferry Klein

From a search for drugs effective against resistant strains of staph to a new way to detect breast
cancer, the UCF Center for Diagnostics and Drug
Development has awarded its first grants.
The $13,000 grants will allow six projects to
continue over the summer. The center, established
last fall, supports research in chemistry and microbiology aimed at the diagnosis of cancer, cardiovascular
and infectious diseases, and discovery of medicines.
Saleh Naser is looking at tropical plants for drugs
active against germs associated with tuberculosis.
Otto Phanstiel is working on a chemical that will
deliver cancer-killing medicine just to the cancer cell,
avoiding damage to healthy tissue. Karl Chai is
establishing a way to diagnose breast cancer by
analyzing chemicals in cancer cells. Ratna Chakrabarti
is heading a study of two human genes which may
speed the diagnosis of prostate cancer. Cristina Fernandez-Valle's project could lead to new treatments
for nervous system tumors. Harry Price is working
on a method to speed the screening of potential drugs.
— Jerry Klein

Your United Way contribution changing lives
Foster Grandparent
Program connects
seniors, needy kids

Florida United Way. Without dollars
from Heart of Florida United Way, the
Foster Grandparent Program in
Orlando might not exist. The federal
funds it receives are matched against
what the program receives locally.
Editor's note: To show how your
"It's nice to know that the money
contributions to United Way impact the we donate toward United Way is
being used to help people, such as
community, The UCF Report will
occasionally print stories about agencies [through] this program," says William
Merck, vice presidentforAdministration
that rely on United Way funds.
and Finance and chair for UCF's
It's like a barn-raising party. If you Heart of Florida United Way drive.
did it by yourself, it would take
The program sends seniors to
forever — if it's done at all. But if you schools, Head Start programs,
pool your time and effort, then it
juvenile detention centers, 4-C Day
becomes a "doable" thing.
Care Centers, treatment centers for
disturbed children, United Cerebral
That's how Ann Smith, director
centers — over 60 locations — to
for the local Foster Grandparent
work one-on-one with children.
Program, explains the importance of
receiving funds from the Heart of
"It's a win-win situation," Smith

says. "The senior works, say, with a
hyperactive child who needs
individual attention to keep up with
classmates. Sometimes, the senior is
just an outlet for talking things out."
The program provided 122,971
hours of service to children in Orange,
Seminole and Osceola counties
through the work of about 150 seniors
last year. Each senior receives training
and is carefully screened before
working with children. Many of the
seniors become involved because they
are on limited incomes and can earn
$2.55 per hour of nontaxable income.
"For many of them, it means the
difference between having [or not
having] enough money at the end of
the month for food," Smith says. "So
it helps them. But they really get
involved and do a great job. We keep
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getting requests for more seniors."
The average age is 73, though one
senior is 97.
"This gives seniors meaningful
work and provides them with that
margin of income that perhaps keeps
them from being destitute," Merck
says.
"Meanwhile, they're working to
help young children. And who knows
how much that intervention will
mean to each child. You have to feel
good about contributing to this type
of program."
UCF exceeded last year's United
Way goal of raising $90,000, totaling
$103,000 for an all-time high. "I really
want to thank everyone who
participated in last year's drive,"
Merck says.
— Joanne Griggs
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1970:
Women roar
In year three, females
stole show... mostly

spoke on campus, and three wives of prisoners of
war attended a rally. Meanwhile, charges were
dropped against a female sophomore arrested for
carrying an American flag upside down in protest
of the slayings of students at Kent State by National
enown psychic Anne Gehman kicked off
Guardsmen.
the 1970-71 academic year predicting that
Orlando lawyer Robert Sigman introduced his
Florida Technological University would
sociology class, "Contemporary Woman and
one day be a large university and a
Society." It included a discussion of biological
national leader in oceanography and medicine.
gender differences and the social position
Football, she said,
of women. Sigman's view? "[Women's
was not in the univstatus is] worse than it was 20 years ago
ersity's near future.
and what's more, it is going to continue to
Gehman wasn't
get worse unless something is done about
the only woman
it."
to attract
Women on the faculty reported feeling
1963 - 1998
attention on
T H I R T Y - F I F T H A N N I V E R S A R Y excluded, holding just 16 out of 241
campus that year.
positions. Dean of Women Gwen Sarchet — the
There was a debate over the mini skirt vs. the
only woman in one of 84 top administrative slots —
ankle-length midi skirt. Of 41 women and 39 men
said, "Women are either not applying or are not
surveyed, 96 percent said dump the midi. One male being hired. It's hard for me to believe they are not
student went so far as to insist, "There is no word
qualifying for the jobs." Sarchet resigned in July.
awful enough to describe it."
Student protests were heated, with a bomb
"Feminine Mystique" author Betty Friedan
threat called into the Dean of Men's Office. Dean
William Proctor was hanged in effigy in a dispute
over "rules and policies."
However, when arsonists' flames threatened the
budding university and charred one-third of the
campus in late March, students, faculty and staff

R

UCF

Faces from
the past

To celebrate the 35th anniveisary of the founding
of our university, stories will appear in each issue of
The UCF Report throughout 1998. Next issue: A
look at 1971-72 and the university's sports success.
were united by the loss of greenery and wildlife.
President Charles Millican watched in horror from
atop the Library as the blaze swept to within yards
of his post. He prayed for and got a shift in wind,
then expressed the sentiment of many: "The whole
thing makes me sick all over."
Still, there were bright days on campus that
year. A highlight for baby boomers was a nostalgic
visit from Howdy Doody and Buffalo Bob Smith.
The Knight was named official school mascot and
FTU held its first Homecoming. A sorority vowed
to collect 5,000 books of trading stamps to pay for a
greenhouse for botanists. The university became
fully accredited and gained approval for master's
degree programs. New requirements were set for
graduate programs in English, communication,
engineering and economics, with biology and
psychology to come.
The Board of Regents predicted that FTU, with
an enrollment of 5,000, would have 27,672 students
by 1980. It took well more than a decade more for
that ambitious promise to be fulfilled.
— Susan Loden

Philip Goree
Served at UCF: March 1966October 1985; returned parttime in October 1995
Positions: business manager,
vice president for Business
Affairs; currently does special
projects for Business Services

A national
craze found
its way to
FTU in 1970,
with students
stuffing
themselves
into a
Volkswagen.

Goree, a Winter Springs resident, was the second
person hired by FTU. He is currently closing put
the old Bookstore accounts, following transfer to
Barnes and Noble. "I am proud I had a small
hand in ... UCF. A real debt is owed to a lot of
great people who worked hard from the ground
u p to create a new university and see it develop.
It was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity."

My, oh, my, how we've grown
This ain't your parents' UCF. This
boomtown, with more than $64
million worth of buildings under
construction and at least another $100
million in structures in the mix by
2004, is almost unrecognizable to
alumni from earlier decades.
When the university opened back
in 1968, the entire number of buildings

October
Registration tops 5,000; WFTU
initiates closed circuit TV
broadcasts; College ot Engineering
moves to $3.4 million Science
Technology Building

on campus could be counted on one
hand. Since those first days, construction on campus has not stopped. And
with 47,000 students expected by
2010, construction projects won't be
going away anytime soon. In fact, by
the end of 2004, the main campus
should have more than 5 million
square-feet of building space.

After 30 years of tribulation, UCF
will finally be ahead of the parking
curve with the opening of Parking
Garage I and the projected
completion of a sister garage by fall.
Two more garages are also planned.
As the university has outgrown its
reputation as a commuter school, the
need for on-campus housing has sky-
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May 14
A smaller fire is
accidentally set by
children on
southeast campus

March
Two brother arsonists torch
campus, one-third ot
acreage scorched
March 20
First three master's
Feb. 11-13
degrees awarded
First Homecoming
— in education

December
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools recognizes FTU
as a fully accredited baccalaureate institution and approves
master's programs; the Knight becomes school mascot

rocketed. There are almost 2,000 beds
now, including Greek housing for 400.
The Student Union — promised
from day one — opened last year. The
elevated, tree-shaded boardwalk that
winds through a cypress dome
behind the Student Union opens the
door to a kinder, gentler campus.
— Susan Loden

April 23
College of Education gets
$155,000 federal grant for
a multicultural center

Aug. 20
FTU offerings at Brevard Community College and Daytona
Beach Community College
announced at baccalaureate level
in management, education, general studies and law enforcement

June 7
Regents approve graduate programs
in psychology and communication
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Caught in the act

Appointments
and Activities
Kerstin Hamann, assistant political science professor,
published "The Pacted Transition of Democracy and
Labour Politics in Spain" in the journal South European
Society and Politics.
Susan Hubbard, assistant English professor, presented
readings at Barnes and Noble Bookstore in Orlando
and at the National Women's Studies Association
Annual Conference in St. Louis. She was named local
arrangements chair for the 1998 conference of the
Florida College English Association. Hubbard also won
third place in the Negative Capability Fiction Award and
honorable mention in the New Millennium Fiction Award.
Dan Jones, associate English professor, published
"Movers and Shakers of the Cyberworld" in The Washington Times. He reviewed a number of manuscripts.
Jones served as a judge for high school technical writing
papers submitted to the Orlando STC Education Committee.
Mark Kamrath, assistant English professor, presented
Teaching the Culture of Spanish-Speaking America" at
the American Literature Association Conference in Baltimore.

President John Hitt and Kitty
Wrenn, a board member for the Winter Park Health
Foundation, display a check to UCF for $500,000, which will be matched dollar-fordollar by the state of Florida. The gift will be used to equip classrooms and
laboratories in the new Health and Public Affairs Building, which is currently
under construction. The 94,000-square-foot Health and Public Affairs Building will
house the Departments of Criminal Justice/Legal Studies and Public Administration,
Pre-professional Advising, the Physical Therapy Program and the Schools of
Nursing and Social Work.

Newcomers
Terry All, custodial worker for Building Services, comes
from Monroe College in New York, where he was a
custodial worker and bus driver. Ali and his wife have two
children. He enjoys basketball.

Susan Mindak, secretary for Student Disability Services,
comes to UCF from Furniture Showcase, where she was
an office assistant. Mindak and her husband have two
children. She enjoys gardening, crocheting and reading.

Cheryl Billips, physician for the Student Health Services,
received a bachelor's degree from Howard University in
Washington and was awarded her medical degree from
Louisiana State University Medical School. Billips and her
husband have one child. Billips enjoys reading and jogging.

Thomas Morgan, visiting communication professor, was
formerly employed by A. Duda & Sons Inc. as vice
president for communication. Morgan received a
bachelor's degree from DePauw, a master's degree from
Indiana State and a Ph.D. from Florida State. He and his
wife have two sons. Morgan has a special interest in the
restoration of classic automobiles.

Jeanne Blank, secretary for the Math Department, comes
from Neil Schaffel, P.A., of Miami, where she worked as a
real estate paralegal. Blank and her husband have three
children.
James Daugherty, visiting professor for the Department
of Finance, was previously employed in Moscow. He
attended Wittenberg University, University of Virginia Law
and Yale University. Daugherty enjoys playing tennis and
traveling.
LeeAnn Davis, secretary for Student Affairs on the
Daytona Beach campus, graduated from UCF with a
bachelor's degree in psychology. She has two children
and enjoys reading.
Jeniffer Dutka, assistant professor for Communicative
Disorders, is a graduate of the University of Florida,
where she received a master's degree and a Ph.D. in
speech-language and pathology. Dutka has two children.
Doug Fleisher, audio visual specialist for the Daytona
Beach campus, comes from the Volusia County School
Board, where he was a computer equipment technician.
He attended Daytona Beach Community College. He
enjoys outdoor activities, stamp collecting and hot rods.
Charles Hrte, associate director of Defense Transition
Services, is a graduate of the University of South Florida
with a bachelor's degree in marketing and management.
Hite and his wife have two children, and he enjoys
reading, volksmarching and the Internet.
Beth Hurrle, senior secretary for the Psychology
Department, is a graduate of UCF with a bachelor's
degree in psychology.
Sheila Scott Kollar, audio visual specialist for the
Student Union, comes to UCF from New Jersey, where
she was employed as a hotel general manager. She
attended Texas Tech and UNLV. Kollar and her husband
have one child. Kollar enjoys reading and music.
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Konstance Payton, postal clerk for Physical Plant, was
previously employed by Marriott of Orlando as a cashier.
Payton and her husband have two children. Her hobbies
include drawing, oil painting and needlepoint.
Raphel Robinson, academic adviser for the Academic
Services for Student Athletes, is a graduate of UCF with
a bachelor's in sociology and a master's in counselor
education. He enjoys sports reporting, playing drums,
and reading.
Kristin Root, program assistant for Graduate Studies,
comes to UCF from Everything But Water in Orlando,
where she was a store manager. Root received a bachelor's degree from UCF in liberal arts. She is married and
enjoys crafts and her family.
Bradley Smith, coordinator for computer applications,
was previously employed by Bradley University in Illinois
as a programmer, analyst and manager. Smith attended
Bradley University, where he received a bachelor's
degree and master's degree. He and his wife have two
children. He enjoys running.
Charles Smith, computer programmer analyst for the
Technology Resource Center, is a graduate of Valencia
Community College. Smith's hobbies include computers,
mountain biking, jogging and sports cars.
James Spears, senior telcom specialist for Telecommunication, comes from R&R Telcom, where he was a
senior telcom specialist.
Jackie Woodin, a cashier for the Computer Store, has
two children. She enjoys running in her spare time.
Cathy Woolwlne, a cashier for the Computer Store, and
her spouse have two children. Woolwine's hobbies are
crafts and computers.

Russ Kesler, visiting English instructor, published
poems "Ants and Moth" and "Song of the Open Hand"
in Chili Verde Review.
Anna Lillios, accociate English professor, published
"Paradise Noir: Land of Gold, Moon and Pixie Dust" in
Crime Fiction and Film in the Sunshine State: Florida Noir.
Lisa Logan, assistant English professor, published
"Mary Jane Hawes Holmes" in 19th Century American
Women Writers: A Bio & Bibliographical Critical
Sourcebook. She was conference panel chair for
"Writing Revolution: Late 18th Century Narrative
Strategies" at the American Literature Association
Annual Conference in Baltimore.
Stuart Omans, English professor, established DREY
Summer Shakespeare Institute with a $30,000 grant.
He taught and directed Shakespeare at Canterbury
Elderhostel, and directed and produced an adaptation
of "Merchant of Venice" for Tomorrow's Promise at the
Interracial Children's Theater. He participated in the
opening of "Ravensbruck" at the UCF Art Exhibit and at
Rollins College's Fred Stone Theater. Omans directed
and produced alumni show for Tomorrow's Promise. He
presented The Gielgod Quill prize to Derek Jacobi on
behalf of the International Board of Directors, The
Shakespeare Guild.
Paul Puccio, assistant English professor, published
"Pregnant with Possibilities: Revising the Family
Romance in Stephen McCauley's The Object of My
Affection"' in Family Matters in the British and American
Novel. He was elected chair of the department's
Academic Standards and Curriculum Committee.
Houman Sadri, assistant political science professor,
presented a paper, titled "International Cooperation and
Regional Integration: Theory and Policy," at the joint
conference of AMEI-ISAin Mexico in December.
Kathyrn Seidel, English professor and College of Arts
and Sciences dean, chaired the C. Hugh Holman Award
for the best book in Southern Literature for 1996,
Society for the Study of Southern Literature.
Don Stap, associate English professor, published
"Close Quarters" in Audobon this summer.
Terry Thaxton, visiting English instructor, published
"How I Learned Romance," "What My Mother Taught
Me," "Dust," "A Girl's Dress," and "Your Daughter's
Debt" (poems).
Dawn Trouard, chair and English professor, oraganized
The Toxic Towers: The Impact of Higher Education of
Women conference at University of Akron, this summer.
Bruce Wilson, visiting assistant political science professor,
published "Leftist Parties, Neoliberal Policies and Reelection Strategies: The Case of the PLN in Costa Rica"
in Comparative Political Studies (forthcoming, 1999).
Gary Wolf, music professor, was the guest clinician for
District VIII of FSMTA in its daylong convention at
Hillsborough Community College's Ybor City campus.
His lecture was "Beethoven for the Pre-College Student"
Beth Young, assistant English professor, presented
"OWLS: The State of the Art" poster session at the
(International Writing Centers Association Conference
in Salt Lake City, this fall.
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Art
23-April 27
•Art Gallery: Student BFA Exhibition;
reception, March 26, 6-8 p.m. 823-2676

Lectures/
Conferences

Miscellaneous
10
•Friends of the Library book sale, 10 a.m.2 p.m. 823-5982

10, 17,24,31
•The Learning Institute for Elders (LIFE)
lectures, UC7 Cinema. 249-4778

Theatre
through March 8
•"The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas,"
by Carol Hall. 823-1500

Music

10
•Biology Department: "The Riverwoods
Field Laboratory: Research and Educational Opportunities in the Kissimmee
River Restoration Project," Carlos de La
Rosa, Riverwoods Field Laboratory, 45:50 p.m. Open to public. 823-2141

11 and 18

823-2869

18
•Music Ensemble, Rehearsal Hall, 8 p.m.

22
•Faculty Chamber Music Concert III, Pegasus Piano Trio, Rehearsal Hall, $5, 3 p.m.

29
•Faculty Flute and Guitar Recital,
Rehearsal Hall, 3 p.m.

OSF

•CAB and SGA Distinguished Lecture
Series: Gayle Beatty, Student Union, 3-5
p.m. 823-6471

11
•Women's Studies: Business Etiquette
Workshop, Student Union, Key West
Room. 823-6502
•Women's Studies: "Women Moving
Forward" series, WST 3930 classroom, 7
p.m. 823-6502

12

16
•Shakespeare Unplugged reading: "King
John," SAK Comedy Lab, 140 S. Court
St., free, 7 p.m. 245-0985

•UCF and Franklin Covey Company: "The
Power Principle," with Blain Lee, Marriott's
Orlando World Center Resort, 9 a.m.-4
p.m. (800) 692-6839

14
•Master Teacher Series: Workshop for
Adjuncts, Student Union, Cape Florida
Room, 9 a.m.-1 p.m. 823-3544

Arena
•UCF Fashion Show, 8 p.m. 823-0056/3802

21
•CAB: Miss UCF Pageant, 8 p.m. 823-6471

24
•CAB comedy: Elvira Kurt, 8 p.m. 823-6471

27
•Social Work Job Fair, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
823-3346

16
•Master Teacher Series, Snack and Talk
Series: morning coffee, "Using
Hermeneutics to Interpret Substantive
Discipline." 823-3544

18
•Women's Studies: Bluestocking Bag
Lunch, President's Board Room, noon-1
p.m. 823-6502

28-29
•UCF/CMN Dance Marathon. 823-2479

13
•Fighting Knights Annual Military Ball, 6
p.m.-midnight. 823-5383

15
•Knight Riders: "Autocross UCF '98,"
Education Building parking lot, 823-2580

18
•Education Showcase, College of Education Gymnasium, 3-5 p.m. 823-2835
•Career Resource Center: part-time and
summer job fair, Student Union, Key West
Room, 10 a.m.-2 p.m. 823-2361

19
•English Department Distinguished
Lecture Series: Tobias Wolff, Visual Arts
Auditorium, 8 p.m. 823-5395

20
•Career Day '98 at Brevard, Clark Maxwell
Jr. Lifelong Learning Center, 10 a.m.-5
p.m. 632-1111

Meetings
> •

19
•Faculty Senate, Student Union, Garden
Key room, 4-5:15 p.m.
•Staff Council, BA230, 9:30 a.m.

Library
•Optical Peripheral Division, by Jennifer
Blake
•Celebrating Women's History, by Carole
Adams and Andrea Winship
•United Caribbean Family: Striving
Together, Achieving as One, by Koren
Badeau
•Living a Cruel-Free Life, by Carly Hare
•Distinguished Author Series-Tobias Wolff,
by Cheryl Mahan
•Helping People Through Social Work, by
Edward Suh

D
For Sale
Entertainment center, wall unit, 3 pieces, $275. Sofa,
sectional with pillows, in good condition, $300. 823-6237
or 359-0026.
House, 3/2,1,864 sq. ft. Quiet, wooded established
community of 22 homes (14 original owners; 7 UCF
faculty). Community pool, tennis courts, eat-in kitchen,
great room, vaulted ceilings, central vac, brick fireplace,
fans, on cul-de-sac. "No maintenance" back yard.
$124,900 or will rent. 265-9353 or (407) 773-1854.
Mitsubishi Eclipse GS, '92, auto, a/c, all power, stereo
cassette, tinted windows, like new, $6,100 obo. 673-1165.
Nissan Sentra XE, '89, A/C, AM/FM stereo cassette,
new paint, and new tires, in very good mechanical
condition, $2,000. Sharon Ballard, 823-1011 (8 a.m.-4:30
p.m.) or 657-7306 (after 6 p.m.).
Villa, detached, 3/2 on 15th hole of Deer Run golf course
in Casselberry, 2 years old, lake view, by owner, $94,500.
897-5513 or evenings 699-0912:

For Rent
House, 3/2, 3 years old, 2 miles west of campus in the
Landings subdivision. Natural gas heating and cooking,
35 ft. screened porch, fenced yard. Lease $850 per
month plus deposit. Available in March. Purchase
possible. 671-8159.
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I
I
I
I
I
I I nominate
I
(name)
(campus address)
I
I
I
I to be UCF Employee of the Month. (Nominee must have been a University Support
I Personnel System employee at least two years.) Any employee, including faculty and
I A&P, may nominate a candidate on the basis of job performance, dependability,
I attitude, etc. A name submitted remains in the pool of eligible candidates for one
I year.
I
I
| Signed:
I
I
(name)
(campus address, phone)
I
I
I Cut ballot and return to Human Resources, ADM 230, EOM. (Mark envelope "confidential.")

Official Ballot to Spotlight
Employee of the Month

I
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